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2. For the side with the problem (or more
problems), lei only a certain number of
units be allowed (o advance on an AR
result. This number can be determined as

above.

3. Let a die roll affect the posture in some
way. To name two: (a) the die roll dictates

the actual posture; (b) the die roll requires

a unit(s) to go against orders.

— Walter N. Waldau III
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EMBATTLED RHODESIA
For those wargamers who are frightened by
South Africa's long "open ended" standard
scenario, the following variant is offered.

Before the RSA is defeated, Black Na-
tionalist forces will certainly deal with
Rhodesia. This mini-game covers a possible

military campaign for that country. The
standard rules of South Africa apply except

where noted below. RSA forces are not used

in the game, but the RSA counter mix is used

for Rhodesian forces.

[5.25] BN units may not enter the RSA
Proper at any time. Rhodesian forces may
retreat into the RSA voluntarily or by com-
bat, but they may never return to Rhodesia.

[12.13] Deployment of Rhodesian Forces.

Rhodesia is considered fully mobilized to

withstand invasion. Rhodesia requires only
manpower points to rebuild units, and has

only 15 of these available. Rhodesia may not

build new units and may not rebuild units

marked with an asterisk.

Rhodesian Army:
4 x 5-5-5 (1st & 2nd Rhodesian Light Infan-

try, and 1st & 2nd Rhodesian African Rifles)

1 x 10-5-3 artillery bn cadre*

1 x 0-1-3 engineer squadron*
1 x 4-4-5 composite recce regiment*

1 x 5-5-10 transport helicopter group*

1 x 10-9-8 light strike group*
10 x 3-3-1 territorial force battalions*

British South Africa Police (Rhodesian
Security Forces):

5 x 3-2-3 Police units (Bulawayo, Fort Vic-

toria, Umtali, Salisbury, and Gwelo)

Note that only Rhodesian Army infantry

battalions, and RSA Police units may be
rebuilt. Rhodesia has no resource points, as

it is assumed that these are supplied by the

RSA. Rhodesia need not expend points of
any kind for maintenance. The 15 manpower
points available must last for the entire game.

[12.14] BN Force Deployment. BN forces

are deployed as in the standard game except

that the units beginning in Rhodesia start

from Zambia instead. BN forces may
maneuver freely in Mozambique, Zambia,
Angola, Southwest Africa, and Botswana.
BN forces get their normal resource points

during the strategic turn by rolling one die

and receiving one point for each spot. This

reflects unpredictable support from Cuba,
and Russia or China.

Charles T. Kamps, Jr.

FIRST WE'LL EAT,
THEN WE'LL FIGHT

Israel has just deployed a new main battle

tank, the first designed from scratch in that

country. Israel has been modifying US,
British, Soviet and French tanks for thirty

years, and the new Merkava (Chariot) shows
the quality and originality typical of the

Israeli Defense Industries and Israeli Defense

Forces. Armed with the standard NATO
105mm gun mounted by most Israeli tanks,

the Merkava's armor is sloped and arranged

for maximum crew protection—earning it

the nickname "Jewish Mother." There is

one feature never seen before on an opera-

tional tank; ten infantrymen can be carried in

the rear ammo compartment, allowing the

Merkava to double as a personnel carrier!

Israeli doctrine is to use the Merkava in the

APC role by teaming platoons of them with

platoons of other tanks or Merkavas without

infantry. The Merkavas would maneuver
toward their objective while the gun tanks

engaged the defenders with fire. Near the ob-
jective the infantry would leap out of the rear

hatches and the Merkavas would join the fir-

ing tanks in reducing the objective, providing

twice the effective firepower of the teamed
tanks and M113A1 APC's Israel now uses,

while the tank/APC's heavier armor would
better protect the infantry in their approach
before dismounting.

The Merkava can operate as an APC for only

a limited period of lime . The ammo compart-
ment is much too cramped for the infantry to

stay in long, and apparently there are no fir-

ing ports to allow the grunts to fire while

mounted. And with half the ammo replaced

by the infantry, the tank's firepower is reduc-

ed. The Merkava is perhaps not revolu-

tionary, then, but it should help prevent any
unlikely recurrence of the initial APC short-

age which forced the Israelis to make their

first counterattacks in 1973 with pure-tank

teams—disastrously.

In Arab-Israeli Wars the Merkava's values

are 25-A-14/18-6. It can carry an infantry

platoon according to the standard rules for

carriers. Infantry may not bail out or fire

mounted from a Merkava. The vehicle may
split fire/move and can fire smoke. An in-

fantry unit cannot stay mounted in a

Merkava for more than five consecutive

turns (thirty minutes) without becoming
fatigued. Roll the die each additional turn

before movement; on a 1-3 the infantry must
be unloaded immediately. A Merkava carry-

ing infantry has only half the units of fire

(optional) or a modified attack strength of 15

(standard).

In October War the values are 15-S-12/

[14]-6. Due to the generally shorter scenarios

supply should not be a problem; follow the

other guidlines above. —PhilKosnett
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Design$Iier'S Notes [continuedfrom page3]

realistic. And designer Joe Angiolillo insists

on doing 1980 scenarios with the exact order

of battle and unit placement for the armies

and air forces of NATO, the USA, Iran,

China, both Koreas, Japan, Afghanistan,

Warsaw Pact, and that long-time victim of

capitalist imperialist aggression, the USSR
— all 180 divisions of Russians from North
Cape to Ulan Bator. Air units are wings or

divisions from 30 to 130 planes each. Only
armored and mechanized units have ZOC's
(fluid at that) so things tend to be free

-wheeling — except in Europe, which is

crowded as hell. Exchanges are tied to each

division's Personnel Points; since NATO
averages three PP's to each Soviet one, the

Soviets melt away quicker. They're harder to

replace, too. The big problem with the 1980

scenario is that it's unlikely — can you see

the US and China allying to invade Russia

this year? Now, in the 2000 scenarios the

politics can be manipulated to a more
believable premise for the game, and more
balanced as well — in 1980 it's rough going

for NATO in Europe. Some more cute

features include Corps and Army Com-
manders you can promote and fire according

to their ability, naval movement grid from
Europe to Japan via America so you choose
where to send your US reserves, weather

table to sock-in the poorer Soviet planes,

tracing movement supply to oil refineries and
wells, Soviet Class II and III division

mobilization and training, and (in 2000)

Spacedrop Satellites for deep-penetration

paratroops, Cruise Missile brigades, laser

ABM's to neutralize the strategic nuke rules

we still haven't come up with for 1980,

hovercraft divisions, and the Israeli Expedi-

tionary Force. Mark Herman and I are gon-

na have fun developing this one, all right,

and you'll like it too. PhilKosnett

Atlantic Wall

Atlantic Wall, our new operational game of
the D-Day landings, is well into the initial

stages of its design. The map will be one
kilometer per hex. There will be four daylight

Game-Turns and one night Game-Turn per

day. Units will be battalions with frequent

breakdowns into companies. Unfortunately,

the order of battle work is massive for both
sides. The Germans seemed to have aban-

doned traditional organization by this stage

of the war in the west, as their order of battle

is packed with "Ost" battalions, Panzer
Replacement battalions, machine-gun
regiments, and "Festung" units. Similarly,

the Allies initially utilized units such as the

87th Chemical battalion, 1st Engineer
Special Brigade, and the 26th Armored
Engineer Flail Tank Company. All these

various units are falling into place at the pre-

sent time. Initial design work has also begun
on the rules. We hope to have a very detailed

coverage of the actual landings, utilizing in-

dividual assault companies, demolition
teams, "DD" tanks, fire support ships, air

squadrons, rocket-firing LST's, and Naval


